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The world’s best wood screw will be
launched at the International Hardware
Fair in Cologne
Advancing the frontier in wood screws, ESSVE has created a brand new wood
screw ESSDRIVE, which saves the professional users shoulders by reducing
the compressive force needed with more than 50%. ESSVE has made a
comprehensive technical modification of both the design and function. The
result is a completely new type of wood screw which drives itself directly into
the wood.

“ESSDRIVE represents a completely new type of wood screw - from the tip and
thread to the shank and head. ESSDRIVE is the ergonomic choice for the
craftsman, it bites directly, does not cause splitting, has a high clamping force
and gives the work a nice finish. Essdrive is a game changer!” says Max
Lagerstedt, CEO of ESSVE.
Compared to standard wood screws, ESSDRIVE reduces the compressive force
needed by more than 50%, meaning roughly a two kilo lower load per screw
for the craftsman. Thanks to the design of the tip and thread, maximum
starting power is achieved at minimal pressure, which makes the screw feel
extremely fast-starting. The benefits are especially noticeable in
uncomfortable working positions where it is more difficult to put pressure on
the screwdriver.
ESSDRIVE is the result of four years of research and development that began
in 2014. Some of Sweden’s leading engineers and developers from Chalmers
University of Technology have been involved in the work. With the help of
extensive testing with craftsmen and millions of measurements, ESSVE has
created two patented innovations, that form the basis of ESSDRIVE.
“Through a specially designed measurement robot developed especially for
this study we have tested thousands of different screws and have made 1.6
million measurements. Today, we probably have more raw data about how
wood screws work, than any other company. By means of our tests we now
know exactly why a specific screw design is better than another,” Christofer
Lindberg, Innovations and product manager.
Now ESSVE is looking to make the Nordic success a global success story. The
international launch takes place at the International Hardware fair in Cologne
in March 2018 where ESSVE will launch a revolutionary and innovative
product which the company refers to as “the world’s best wooden screw”.
ESSDRIVE is one of the nominees for the EISEN 2018 at the Cologne
Hardware fair. You will find ESSVE in hall 5.2 stand B030-C031, where
visitors also will be able to try the new screw and feel the difference.
For more details please visit www.essve.com or contact Ms Caroline Larsson,
Marketing Manager New Markets: caroline.larsson@essve.se, +46 70 215 13
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Customer-driven innovations from Sweden since
1970.Operations in 10 countries, with local presence in Europe
and Asia
Head office in Stockholm, Sweden
About 220 employees
Turnover of approx. EUR 100 million
Yearly turnover increase of 17 % during the last five years

ABOUT ESSVE
ESSVE prides itself for being a consumer insight-driven innovation leader in
Europe's fastener industry. Springing from a more than century-old tradition
of innovative Swedish engineering companies, our idea is to offer fastener
and fixing products that make it easier for the professional user to do a better
job in a shorter time. ESSVE offers one of the most comprehensive ranges of
premium fastener and fixing products in the industry. Our range covers all
areas of usage – screws, fasteners, nails, nail guns and sealants/adhesives,
with all the relevant ETA approvals.
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